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Abstract. 

 

We consider the effect of auditor tenure on the level of managerial fraud and the 

extent of auditor qualification of reports. We consider two conflicting effects. As 

auditor tenure increases, the auditor’s ability to detect fraud increases, which reduces 

the manager’s fraud-incentives, but the auditor may become more sympathetic to 

management, which may increase fraud incentives. In order to analyse these issues, 

we develop an auditing game in which the manager makes an unobservable decision 

whether or not to commit fraud. The auditor then decides whether to perform a basic 

or an extended audit. The level of audit affects the probability of fraud-detection. 

Following the outcome of the audit, the auditor then decides whether to issue a 

qualified or unqualified report. Our model provides policy implications in relation to 

the debate regarding mandatory turnover of auditors. 
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1. Introduction. 

 

In the light of recent corporate scandals, auditor independence and turnover has 

become the focus of much debate. Should a firm be forced to replace its auditor on a 

regular basis, or should the auditor be allowed to build a long-term relationship with 

the client?  Proponents of enforced regular turnover of auditors argue that a long-run 

relationship may result in increasing empathy between the parties. This may lead to a 

reduction in the auditor’s due-diligence, as she becomes more prepared to ‘turn a 

blind eye’ to inappropriate managerial actions. The opposing view is that a long-term 

relationship is beneficial, as auditors may need time to gain expertise in the businesses 

that they audit. Regular auditor replacement reduces the auditor’s ability to detect 

irregularities.  

In this paper, we contribute to the debate regarding auditor turnover by developing a 

simple audit model in which a corporate manager makes an unobservable decision 

whether or not to commit fraud. The auditor then decides whether to perform a basic 

or an extended audit. The level of audit affects the probability of fraud-detection. 

Following the outcome of the audit, the auditor then decides whether to issue a 

qualified or unqualified report. In our model, the auditor’s fraud-detecting ability is 

positively related to tenure, implying that increasing tenure reduces managerial fraud-

incentives. However, an increase in tenure may also result in an increase in auditor 

empathy towards the manager, implying that increasing tenure may increase fraud 

incentives. Our model considers the trade-off between these two factors.  

We thus employ a game-theoretic approach in which the client and the auditor act 

strategically, given their expectations of the other player’s actions. Hence, in choosing 
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his fraud level in the first stage of the game, the manager anticipates the auditor’s 

choice of audit (basic or extended), and the auditor’s choice of qualified or 

unqualified audit report. In choosing her second-stage audit type, the auditor forms an 

expectation of the manager’s first stage fraud level. In equilibrium, each player’s 

expectations of the other’s actions are correct, and each player’s actions form a best 

response.  

Matsumura and Tucker (1992) identify that auditing research has developed as 

follows. Early models used statistical decision theory, in which the auditor plays 

against a state of nature, rather than a strategic opponent. Next, analysis of the audit 

problem was based on agency theory. Finally, researchers began to recognise the 

strategic interactions between auditor and client, and hence employed game-theory. 

Although game theory has been used to analyse the auditor’s monitoring of the client 

(eg; Morton 1993) and audit pricing (eg; DeAngelo 1981; Magee and Tseng 1990; 

Dye 1991; Kanodia and Mukerji 1994), the vast body of research has focussed on 

auditor/manager reporting issues, and the client-auditor relationship (Fellingham and 

Newman 1985; Newman and Noel 1989; Shibano 1990; Ante and Nalebuff 1992; 

Matsumura and Tucker 1992; Bloomfield 1995; Matsumura et al 1997; Smith et al, 

2000; Coate et al 2002).  Recent work has specifically considered auditing for fraud 

(Morton 1993, Matsumura and Tucker 1992). 

Our model is closest in spirit to the fraud model of Matsumura and Tucker (MT 

1992).  Matsumura and Tucker (1992) consider a game in which the manager makes a 

binary fraud decision (whether to commit a fixed level of fraud or not), and then the 

auditor makes two decisions; whether to audit for unintentional errors, and then 

whether to audit for intentional errors (fraud). The authors examine the conditions 
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under which the auditor tests for both types of errors, and the extent of managerial 

fraud.  

We extend MT’s (1992) model by considering the effect of auditor tenure on the 

incidence of fraud commission and report qualification. We are particularly interested 

in the positive effects of auditor tenure on the auditor’s ability to detect fraud, and the 

negative effects of auditor tenure on auditor independence (represented as increasing 

auditor/client empathy).  Existing game-theoretic models do not consider auditor 

tenure. 

Furthermore, existing audit models assume that the client and the auditor maximise 

utility based on narrow self-interest. One of our main developments is to consider the 

effect of the empathetic relationship between auditor and client on the level of fraud 

and fraud-detection. Therefore, under the assumption that ability and empathy 

increases with auditor retention, we are able to explicitly consider policy implications 

relating to auditor turnover.   

Our results are as follows. In the absence of empathy, increasing auditor tenure results 

in an increase in ability to detect fraud. This results in an increase in auditing efforts 

(which we represent by extended audits), a possible increase in qualified reports, and 

a reduction in fraud. However, in a novel, and enlightening, result, an increase in 

auditor ability may drive a reduction in managerial fraud, and a reduction in qualified 

reports. When we consider empathy, increasing auditor tenure may lead to a reduction 

in fraud-detecting efforts, a reduction in audit qualification, and an increase in 

managerial fraud. Hence, our model identifies that a reduction in qualified reports 

over the auditor tenure may be evidence of increasing empathy (leading to higher 

fraud) or increasing auditor ability (leading to lower fraud). 
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Hence, the debate into auditor tenure leads to some testable hypotheses. Using a 

sample of companies entering bankruptcy, Geiger and Raghunandan (2002) test the 

relationship between auditor tenure and audit reporting failures. They define reporting 

failure as the issuance of an unqualified report in the year before bankruptcy. These 

authors find a negative relationship between tenure and reporting failures. This 

supports the argument that increasing tenure results in increasing ability to detect 

fraud, and is contrary to the view that increasing tenure results in the auditor ‘turning 

a blind eye.’ Hence, this empirical study argues against mandatory auditor turnover. 

 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the audit model.  Section 3 presents 

the equilibrium of the game. Section 4 discusses the policy implications, arising from 

our model, relating to auditor retention/turnover.  Section 5 concludes. 

 

2. The Model. 

 

We consider an auditing/fraud detection game played between an auditor and her 

client manager. The game consists of one move for the manager, followed by two 

moves for the auditor. First, the manager decides whether to commit fraud or not. The 

auditor cannot observe this decision. Next, the auditor decides whether to perform a 

basic audit, or a more costly extended audit. If the manager has committed fraud, the 

audit reveals fraud with a certain probability. Finally, the auditor decides whether to 

issue a qualified or unqualified report.  

 

The detailed timeline of the game is as follows; 
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Timeline: 

 

Date 0: The manager decides whether to commit fraud ),(F or no fraud ).(NF  Hence, 

this is a binary decision, represented as }.,{ NFFf ∈  

 

Date 1: The auditor (who cannot observe manager’s date 0 fraud decision) decides 

whether to perform a basic audit (BA) at cost zero, or an extended audit (EA) at cost 

.C  If the manager committed fraud at date 0, then a basic audit cannot reveal fraud. 

On the other hand, an extended audit reveals fraud with probability ,p  where p  

represents the auditor’s ability to detect fraud.  

 

If the manager has not committed fraud, then it is trivial to observe that neither a basic 

audit or an extended audit will reveal fraud. 

 

Date 2: Having performed the date 1 audit (which either revealed or did not reveal 

fraud), the auditor decides whether to provide a qualified ( )Q  or unqualified 

)(U report.  Payoffs occur and the game finishes1. 

 

 

Our aim is to consider the effect of audit tenure on managerial fraud-commission, 

fraud detection, and report qualification. We wish to contribute to the policy debate 

regarding mandatory auditor turnover by considering two conflicting effects of 

auditor tenure on fraud-commission. Firstly, we postulate that auditor ability to detect 

fraud increases with auditor tenure (as the auditor learns about the business and its 
                                                 
1 This timeline can be represented as an extended form game. The game-tree is available on request 
from the author. 
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management over time). This may reduce the manager’s incentives to commit fraud. 

Secondly, it is surmised that auditor empathy towards management may increase over 

time, perhaps reducing fraud-detecting efforts. This may increase the manager’s 

incentives to commit fraud. 

In order to investigate these issues, we could develop a complex, dynamic, multi-

period game. However, in order to simplify and focus the analysis, we consider a 

static one-period game.  

 

We introduce the effect of audit tenure on auditor ability and empathy as follows. The 

one-period game represents a particular discrete time period2 t  in the audit tenure (we 

do not consider what may have happened before this time-period, or what may happen 

afterwards).  The auditor’s ability to detect fraud is increasing in audit tenure;  that is 

.0>
∂
∂

t
p   Further, we define a critical time-period 't  where the auditor is no longer 

independent, but becomes sympathetic towards the manager.  

 

Assume that the policy-maker defines a mandatory auditor-turnover time-period .T   

That is, at time ,T  the manager must sever relation with the current auditor, and 

employ a new one. If ,'tT <  the auditor is unsympathetic towards the manager for the 

entire tenure. If ,' Tt <  the auditor is unsympathetic for time period ),',0[ tt∈  and she 

is sympathetic for subsequent time period ).,'[ Ttt∈  

 

 

                                                 
2 This discrete time period assumption is justified by the fact that auditors do not perform continuous 
audits, but rather, audits are periodic (usually annual) events. 
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 The players’ payoffs are defined in terms of costs and benefits from fraud 

commission, fraud detection, report qualification etc.  The “psychic”/ reputation costs 

(-) and benefits (+) are as follows; 

 

 Manager Auditor 

F + FD + Q QFDFR ..−  QFDFR ..+  

F + FD + U UFDFR ..+  UFDFR ..−  

F + FND + Q QFNDFR ..−  QFNDFR ..−  

F + FND + U UFNDFR ..+  QFNDFUFNDF RR .... −>−

NF + FND + Q QFNDNFR ..−  QFNDNFR ..−  

NF + FND + U UFNDFUFNDNF RR .... <+ UFNDNFR ..+  

 

We justify these payoffs as follows. First, if the manager commits fraud, and fraud is 

discovered, and the auditor issues a qualified report, the manger suffers a utility loss, 

which may be in terms of lost reputation, or may be a behavioral (‘psychic’) cost; for 

example regret, or even anger at ‘not getting way with it.’  On the other hand, the 

auditor achieves a utility gain, which may be in terms of the enhanced reputation of 

being a good auditor who can detect, and report, fraud, or it may be a ‘psychic’ 

income; for example, a vindictive feeling at uncovering a misbehaving manager. 

Note that the gains and losses reverse if the manager commits fraud, fraud is 

discovered, and the auditor issues an unqualified report. For example, the manager 

may feel pleasure at ‘getting away with it’, while the auditor may feel guilt at not 

revealing the fraud, having discovered it. 

We can think of similar arguments for all of the other payoffs. 
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3. The equilibrium of the audit/fraud game. 

 

3.1: :'tT <   The auditor is unsympathetic for her entire tenure. 

 

We solve the game by backward induction. First, we note that, given the auditor’s 

payoffs, the auditor will prefer to qualify the audit if she discovers fraud, and not 

qualify if she does not discover fraud3.  

 

Therefore, the game has been reduced to two decisions; one for the manager (fraud 

decision) and one for the auditor (BA or EA).  Furthermore, since the manager cannot 

observe the auditor’s decision when he makes his decision (since he moves first), and 

the auditor cannot observe the manager’s fraud decision when she moves, we can 

represent this as a normal form game with simultaneous moves, as follows; 

 

 

Figure 1: The Normal Form Fraud/audit Game. 

 

 

 

M\A BA EA 

NF 1,   2- 3,    4 

F 5+,   6 7,    8 

 

                                                 
3 This simplifies the game-tree mentioned in footnote 1. This simplified version is also available on 
request from the author. 
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In the normal form game, + represents the manager’s best responses, while – 

represents the auditor’s best responses. 

 

We first derive the payoffs, given the different combinations of fraud and audit 

decisions, as follows; 

 

 UFNDNFM R ..=∏     (1) 

 

UFNDNFA R ..=∏     (2) 

 

UFNDNFM R ..=∏     (3) 

 

CR UFNDNFA −=∏ ..     (4) 

UFNDFM R ..=∏     (5) 

 

UFNDFA R ..=∏      (6) 

 

UFNDFQFDFM RppR .... )1( −+−=∏   (7) 

 

CRppR UFNDFQFDFA −−−=∏ .... )1(   (8) 

 

We solve for the equilibrium using best responses. First, consider the auditor’s best 

responses.  If the manager chooses ,NFf =  the auditor chooses BA for sure, since 

(2) > (4). That is, if the auditor is expecting the manager not to commit fraud, the 
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auditor will unambiguously choose to perform the basic audit, due to the cost of the 

extended audit.  

If the manager chooses ,Ff =  the auditor chooses EA if (8) > (6); that is, if 

 

.))(( .... CRRtp UFNDFQFDF ≥+    (C1) 

 

Recall that the auditor’s ability to detect fraud is increasing in tenure; ,0>
∂
∂

t
P   with 

.0)( =tp  Therefore we can define a critical time period ct  such that 

.))(( .... CRRtp UFNDFQFDFc =+  Hence, when ),,0[ ctt∈  (C1) is violated, while, if 

},,[ Ttt c∈  (C1) holds. 

 

Next, consider the manager’s best responses. If the auditor chooses BA, the manager 

chooses fraud for sure, since (5) > (1);  that is, since a basic audit cannot discover 

fraud, the manager will commit fraud.  

       

If the auditor chooses EA, the manager chooses fraud if (7) > (3), that is, if  

 

UFNDNFUFNDFQFDF RRtpRtp ...... ))(1()( ≥−+−  (C2) 

 

Since ,0>
∂
∂

t
P  with ,0)( =tp  we can define a critical time period Ct  such that 

.))(1()( ...... UFNDNFUFNDFCQFDFC RRtpRtp =−+−  Therefore, if ),,0[ Ctt∈  (C2) holds, 

while, if },,[ Ttt C∈  (C2) is violated.  We focus on the case where .Cc tt <  
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We therefore derive the following equilibria; 

 

Proposition 1: When 'tT <  (No auditor sympathy for the entire tenure), the effect of 

auditor’s tenure on the type of audit, the probability of fraud, and the probability of a 

qualified audit is as follows; 

 

a) When ),,0[ ctt∈  the equilibrium is {BA, F}.  Therefore, the probability of 

fraud is 1, and the probability of a qualified audit is zero. 

b) When ),,[ Cc ttt∈  the equilibrium is {EA, F}. Therefore, the probability of 

fraud is 1, and the probability of a qualified audit is .p  

c) When },,[ Ttt C∈  there are no pure strategy equilibria. The mixed strategy 

equilibrium is as follows. The auditor performs the extended audit with 

probability .1
)(

*1
....

.... <
+
−

=−
UFNDFQFDF

UFNDNFUFNDF

RRp
RRr    The manager commits fraud 

with probability 1
)(

*1
....

<
+

=−
UFNDFQFDF RRp

CS .  The probability of a 

qualified audit is .
)(

][* 2
....

....

UFNDFQFDF

UFNDNFUFNDF

RRp
RRCQ

+
−

=   Note that the probability of 

fraud, and the probability of a qualified audit, are reducing in p, the auditor’s 

fraud detecting ability. 

 

Proof: 

a) When ),,0[ ctt∈  (6) > (8). Referring to the normal form game in figure 1, we 

observe that the auditor’s dominant strategy is BA.  Since (5) > (1) for sure, 

the equilibrium is {BA, F}.   
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b) When ),,[ Cc ttt∈  (8) > (6). Further, (7) > (3). Referring to figure 1, we 

observe that the equilibrium is {EA, F}. 

c) When },,[ Ttt C∈  (8) > (6), but (3) > (7). Referring to figure 1, we observe 

that there are no pure strategy equilibria. As always, we can solve for mixed 

strategy equilibria 4 5. Having solved for the probability of fraud, and the 

probability of an extended audit, we can then solve for the probability6 of a 

qualified report.  

 

Proposition 1 is represented in appendix diagram 1. 

 

It is interesting to note that, as the auditor’s ability increases, we reach a critical level 

of audit tenure where the auditor switches from BA to EA, and therefore the 

probability of fraud detection, and hence the probability of qualified audits, jumps 

from zero to .p  This ties in with the view that an increase in auditor tenure, and 

auditor ability, results in an increase in qualified audits and fraud-detection7.  

However, our novel result is that, beyond a subsequent critical level of tenure (ie; in 

the mixed strategy interval), qualified audits actually decrease in auditor ability. This 

is because an increase in auditor ability now reduces fraud- commission by the 

manager. 

 

                                                 
4 This mixed strategy version of the game is similar to that of Coate et al (2002). The interesting idea is 
that, if the manager is expecting a basic audit, he has an incentive to commit fraud. Next, if the auditor 
is expecting the manager to commit fraud, the auditor performs an extended audit in an increased 
attempt to find it. Next, if the manager is expecting an extended audit, he will not commit fraud. Next, 
if the auditor is not expecting fraud, she performs a basic audit. Next, if the manager is expecting a 
basic audit, he has an incentive to commit fraud….. ! Ad infinitum!  Therefore, no pure strategy 
equilibrium exists, and we must appeal to mixed strategy equilibria.. 
5 The solution to the mixed strategy game is available on request. 
6 This solution is available on request. 
7 See, for example, Geiger and Raghunandan (2002). 
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3.2.  ;' Tt <  The auditor becomes sympathetic during the tenure. 

 

We now incorporate empathy into the analysis. We model empathy in the following 

simple way.  At a critical level of audit tenure, ,'t  the auditor’s behaviour changes, 

such that she now becomes sympathetic towards management. This changes her 

payoffs such that  ,.... QFDFUFDF RR >  ,.... QFNDFUFNDF RR −>−  ..... QFNDNFUFNDNF RR −>+  

Therefore, the auditor’s dominant strategy is now to issue an unqualified audit report, 

even if she has found fraud. By backward induction, the auditor therefore only 

performs the basic audit. From condition C1, the manager therefore commits fraud 

with probability 1.  In summary, when the auditor becomes sympathetic, the 

equilibrium becomes {BA, F}. 

 

Now, we may amend proposition 1 as follows;  

 

 

Proposition 2: When Tt <'  (the auditor becomes sympathetic during the tenure, 

the equilibrium of the game is as in proposition 1 for ).',0[ tt∈   When ],,'[ Ttt∈  

the equilibrium is {BA, F}. Therefore, the probability of fraud is 1, and the 

probability of a qualified audit is zero. 

 

 

Proposition 2 is represented in appendix diagram 2.  
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4. Policy Implications. 

 

We assume that the policy-maker sets the audit tenure to minimise the risk of fraud 

(as such, the policy-maker is therefore not interested in the level of qualified audits, 

but the auditor ability, and the threat of qualified audits, as a deterrent to fraud). Our 

results suggest the following policy implications; 

 

a) If we only consider the effect of audit tenure on auditor ability, diagram 1 

reveals that it is optimal for the policy-maker to allow long audit tenure. 

Beyond the critical audit tenure, fraud-commission is decreasing in audit 

tenure (due to increased auditor ability).  Interestingly, we note that the 

probability of qualified audits jumps up and increases in audit tenure up to a 

critical period, but after this critical  period, it decreases in audit tenure. This is 

because higher auditor ability deters fraud, and therefore reduces qualified 

audits.   

Some researchers argue against long audit tenure due to increased empathy, 

and cite reduction in qualifed audits as tenure increases as evidence of the 

auditor ‘turning a blind eye.’ We demonstrate here that such evidence needs to 

be considered carefully.  A reduction in qualified audits over audit tenure may 

be due to increased threat of qualification (as auditor ability increases) driving 

a reduction in fraud. 

b) In diagram 2, we introduce empathy.  As in diagram 1, long audit tenure 

results in a reduction in qualified audits. Also, over a certain time-period, 

fraud decreases, as in diagram 1. However, when the auditor becomes 

empathetic, a reduction in qualified audits is accompanied by an increase in 
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fraud.  This emphasises the point made in a); a reduction in qualified audits 

over audit tenure may be due to increased auditor ability driving reduction in 

fraud, or it may be due to increased auditor empathy, leading to an increase in 

fraud.  

 

5. Conclusion. 

 

We have developed a game-theoretic model that addresses the policy debate regarding 

mandatory auditor rotation. In our model, auditor ability to detect fraud increases in 

auditor tenure. Therefore, as tenure increases, the auditor increases fraud-detecting 

efforts, and, therefore, the probability of fraud detection, and the probability of 

qualified audits, increases. This reduces managerial fraud incentives. In a novel, and 

enlightening result, beyond a critical level of tenure, auditor ability increases to an 

such an extent that the reduction in managerial fraud drives a reduction in qualified 

audits.  

Furthermore, beyond a critical level of tenure, the auditor becomes sympathetic 

towards the manager, and she reduces fraud-detecting efforts. This results in a 

reduction in qualified audits and an increase in fraud.  

As far as we are aware, we are the first researchers to take a behavioural game-

theoretic approach to auditing for fraud. We have considered one behavioural factor; 

auditor empathy towards the manager. Marnet (2004) considers deeper behavioural 

factors relating to auditor tenure that could influence auditor investigation into fraud. 

Building on the work of Bazerman et al (1997), he discusses how auditor 

independence may be compromised by self-serving biases. For example, an auditor 

who has already issued an unqualified report may then face subsequent psychological 
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pressures to ‘self-justify’ her earlier opinions. We may relate this to framing biases, 

including sunk costs, regret, loss aversion and prospect theory. We may also consider 

confirmation biases.  Hence, there is much scope for future research into the 

behavioural biases affecting auditor independence. 
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Appendix. 

 

Diagram 1 (represents proposition 1: no sympathy), and diagram 2 

(incorporating sympathy): 
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